The Kitchen Master

Increased comfort
Josef Davidssons Eftr. started production of the Småland Kitchen Range way
back in 1896. Since then continous development and improvment have resulted
in one of the most complete tradtional kitchen stove ranges available anywhere.
The factory,in Reftele in southern Sweden, hand builds kitchen ranges blending
the very best of modern technology with time served traditioanal craftsmanship
learned over the last 150 years.
Their Swedish wood burning ranges increase both the value and the quality
of life in any home. No electrical connections mean complete reliabilility, not even
a power cut stops thier wood burning ranges from cooking. Great design is not
somthing Josef Davidsson are inclined to change in a hurry, the design of ”their
treasures” is not fashion dependant. Their genuine wood burningrange are true
classic designs, able to grace the most traditional or contemporary settings.
The VIKING 75 and 60. Austrian quality kitchen ranges complement the
Josef Davidsson traditional range and take their place in the hypermodern kitchen
where cosiness is valued just as highly as quality, design and function. It should
be easy to take pleasure in life – for example, from freshly-baked bread from the
kitchen range, a pot of fresh coffee and a warming fire fuelled by wood, the
Viking belongs to the future.
Mikael and Markus,
Josef Davidssons Eftr.
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A Viking in the kitchen
Do you worry about heating and electricity? Are you thinking about secure
alternatives? Look no further, a wood burning range is a cheap and environmentally
friendly source of heat. With unbeatable reliability when you want to cook and bake.
When you choose the right kitchen range, it can even be the most economical,
reliable and gentle method of all.
Viking 75, as the name implies, is a 75 cm wide wood burning range. That is,
a slightly larger model that provides an extra roomy oven with a large hearth for
rapid heating and enjoyable cooking.
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Viking 75 in white with 10 cm
wide convection sides.

EASY TO CLEAN STEEL HOB
Viking is delivered as standard with
lacquered steel hob for maximum
durability and wear.
BLENDS IN
With convection sides, Viking can be
integrated directly into your kitchen furniture.
Available in 5.5 and 10 cm wide.
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Wood fuelled high tech
When the world outside is rushing faster and faster, we seek out the genuine and
simple. Time is a luxury we gladly indulge in, above all in our daily lives. This is
where the kitchen’s hero, the wood burning range, enters the picture – especially if
it bears the Viking name. This is your guarantee of an environmentally approved
wood burning range with the latest combustion technology in a timeless design for
the modern kitchen.
Viking is delivered as standard with a lacquered steel hob. The entire hob acts
as a hot plate and the removable hot plate can make way for a wok. It should be
an easy and relaxing experience to cook in a genuine way.

VISIBLE FIRE
Viking is also available with a glass
ceramic hob as an option. Then you can
see the glow of the fire from above.
DRY FUEL
The practical firewood drawer keeps the
firewood. Pull-out plates above protect it
while the chimney is swept.
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Viking 75 in anthracite-grey with
5.5 cm wide convection sides.
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Comfort Zone

3 years

guarantee*

In our Viking range, tried and tested technology meets innovation.
Efficient and environmentally-friendly combustion means the maximum
energy of the firewood can be extracted to provide uniform heating.
Viking becomes your comfort zone; a tool that always does its job, in
all weathers and situations. It is also the first wood burning range in the
60 cm standard width with a glazed hearth door. This increases the
comfort factor and you no longer have to open the door to check the
fire. Add convection sides and the Viking is approved for positioning
directly against flammable material.
Viking is available in white and anthracite-grey and with the hearth to
the right or the left.

3 years

guarantee*

VIKING 60
Power (kW)
Flue pipe dimension (mm)
Weight (kg)
Height/Depth/Width (mm)
Firebox dimension WxHxD (mm)
Oven dimension WxHxD (mm)
Firewood length (cm)
Type and environmental approval

3–7
Ø 120
120
850 or 900/600/600
140x260x455
260x270x410
45
0934

VIKING 75
Power (kW)
Flue pipe dimension (mm)
Weight (kg)
Height/Depth/Width (mm)
Firebox dimension WxHxD (mm)
Oven dimension WxHxD (mm)
Firewood length (cm)
Type and environmental approval

3–8
Ø 120
145
850 or 900/600/750
210x260x455
325x270x410
45
0934

* Does not apply to glass and replaceable parts of the hearth.

SUBSTANTIAL
Roomy hearth for firewood
up to 45 cm long. Ash box
with lid for easy emptying
without spills.
UNIFORM TEMPERATURE
The automatic intake-air damper
regulates both the primary and
the secondary air supply to give a
more uniform temperature, cleaner
combustion and longer burn time.

Viking 60 in white with 10
cm wide convection sides.
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Accessories for the best
possible experience
Do you want to add that little extra to your Viking? Take a closer look at our options and
accessories. If you would like to add to your wood burning range or replace worn parts in the
future, Sweden’s widest range of accessories and spare parts is available on www.j-davidssons.se.

FLUE PIPE – INCLUDED
Flue pipe connection to existing chimney
breast and soapstone putty are included.

BAKING TRAYS – INCLUDED
A baking tray and an oven rack are
delivered with the range. Also available
for purchase separately.

SPARK PROTECTION – ACCESSORY
Protects the floor against sparks in front
of and beneath the range. Hardened
glass or black enamelled plate.

CONVECTION SIDES – ACCESSORY
For integration against flammable
material. Also increases heat distribution.
Available in 5.5 and 10 cm wide. White
or anthracite-grey.

BASE – ACCESSORY
The standard height of the wood burning
range is 85 cm. With a base, the range can
be integrated with a 90 cm kitchen worktop.

GLASS HOB – OPTION
All models can be ordered with glass
ceramic hob as extra option.
(Not for top connection.)

EASY TO USE
Damper for control of start
damper and grate-shaker.

UNBEATABLE DURABILITY
Oven top with 15 mm soapstone
slab. Hob frame in cast iron.
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Dimension diagrams
Here we present the main dimensions that are needed for correct installation and optimum
function. All measurements are given in millimetres. For complete specifications and assembly

Front view

690/740 with raised base

850/900 with raised base

instructions see our website.

When top
connected the
chimney must
not rest on the
hob plate.

Side view

Top view

When top
connected the
chimney must
not rest on the
hob plate.

For wood burning ranges with the hearth to the right, reversed dimension sketches apply.

PURE PLEASURE
Soot door, easily accessible
on the front, beneath the oven.

EYE-CATCHING
The oven thermometer is
strategically integrated into
the glass of the oven door.
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